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3. Arctic SnowHotel - Rovaniemi, Finland
Rovaniemi’s Arctic SnowHotel is in Lapland, where

Santa Claus kicks back for 364 days each year. Standing
on the toes of the Arctic Circle, this part of Finland cycles
through eight seasons, but it’s the sparkling magic of winter
that’s most alluring: a calming white-scape of thick, crunchy
snow; the swirling purples and greens of the northern lights;
the excitable yap of huskies waiting to pull their sledges.
But hidden amongst these miles and miles of white wilder-
ness is Arctic SnowHotel, a fully-functioning 30-room igloo
that’s built afresh each winter using ice from the nearby
Lake Lehtojarvi. The bedrooms are built of snow and ice, as
is the bar, the restaurant and the chapel. Snow saunas and
outdoor hot tubs also help make the most of this winter
wonderland.  Arctic SnowHotel is open December 15-
March 31.

4. Sorrisniva Igloo Hotel - Alta, Norway
Sculpted deep beneath the magnetic gaze of the aurora

borealis, the world’s northernmost ice hotel in Alta, Norway,
is also one of the biggest. Some 250 tons of ice and

7000cu meters of snow are used each year to freshly carve
its 20 double rooms, three family rooms and five suites.
Located on the banks of the Alta River, a short snow sled
from the Cathedral of the Northern Lights, the Sorrisniva
Igloo Hotel also has uplit ice sculptures, an ice bar and
even its own ice chapel for couples hoping to melt hearts.
The beds have reindeer leather as a natural sleeping mat
and sleeping bags capable of withstanding temperatures of
-22ºF (-30ºC), but the sauna (no, not located inside the ice
hotel) opens at 7am each morning. Just in case. Sorrisniva
is open December 20-April 7.

5. SnowVillage - Kittila, Finland
Created from 350 tons of crystal clear natural ice and

20,000 tons of snow, this extravagant SnowVillage in Kittila,
some 125 miles (200km) into the Arctic Circle, is crafted
with the care and precision of a medieval church.
Decorated with ornate ice sculptures that change year-on-
year, each work is lit up in the swirling colors of the aurora
borealis.  As its name suggests, this isn’t just an ice hotel.
There’s a restaurant made from glacier-clear ice, a chiseled
ice bar that gleams like a diamond, and a beautiful ice

chapel too. Each snow suite has been individually
designed and brought to life and, yes, there are saunas
nearby as well. SnowVillage is open from December 21-
April 4.

Keep warm in the on-site snow bar. — Schneedorf Igloo

This is Japan’s only ice hotel.
— Ice Village Tomamu


